




Thank you, and congratulations on your choice of the Roland SRV-330 Dimensional Space Reverb.
Before starting out, please take the time to read through this manual. Doing so will ensure proper operation and years of
trouble-free service.

Features

-HighQualityEffects
The effects produced by this unit can rival those of
much costlier devices (often found in professional
studios). This is because the SRV-330 uses 16-bit, 44.1
kHz digital processing, and was designed as a result of
painstaking efforts directed at redefining and redevelop
ing all the essential features that a professional-quality,
dedicated reverb should have.

-RSS Technology
The SRV-330 provides newly developed algorithms
which can deliver effects that are quite revolutionary
including a 'three-dimensional' reverb which has its
early reflections localized in a multiple number of
positions in space. New effects such as this are possible
thanks to the technological expertise accumulated
through Roland's development of the RSS (Roland
Sound Space) system.

- Full Stereo Support
With every stereo algorithm, the internal processing of
the left and right channels is done independently. This
assures that every detail of spatial localization
contained in the input signals is retained even after
effects have been applied.

- Dedicated Effects
The SRV-330 produces a high-density reverb that you
normally wouldn't expect from a device in this price
range. The unit contains many essential reverb-related
algorithms that are actually borrowed from the Roland
R-880 (a renowned professional reverb unit), but
altered somewhat to make them easier to use.

-Real-Time Parameter Control
The effects you obtain can easily and conveniently be
altered while a performance takes place. Either pedals,
or MI DI messages can be used to control specified
parameters.

How To Use This Manual
This manual is broadly divided into four chapters.
Together, they explain the available functions, and how
they are used for everyday performance. Also provided
are instructions on how to make all the possible settings.
The Table of Contents should be referred to when
necessary. In addition, an alphabetical index is provided
at the back, making it convenient for you to look up any
items you have trouble understanding while operating
the unit.

" The separate "Algorithm Guide" provides detailed
explanation of all the algorithms and the parameters
that comprise them. Please refer to it when making
settings for Effects Programs or Control Assign.

Chapter contents:

CHAPTER I : PRODUCING SOUND
This chapter explains how to connect the unit with your
other equipment, how to select effects, and most of the
other basic procedures you need to know.

CHAPTER II : EDITING EFFECTS PROGRAMS
This chapter explains how to edit the settings for effects
stored in 'Program Numbers' in memory, and alter
settings for Control Assign and the Effect Name.

CHAPTER III : USING MIDI
This chapter explains how to use an external MIDI
device to change and control the SRV-330's effects, and
other information about MIDI functions.

CHAPTER IV : REFERENCE
This chapter lists the factory default settings, and con
tains useful information about what to do when the unit
is not responding as expected.
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